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INDUSTRY NEWS
ALERT: New Director of the US Citizenship and Immigration Services
Ur Mendoza Jaddou, a woman of Mexican and Iraqi decent and daughter of
immigrants is confirmed as USCIS director.

On July 30th, the Secretary of Homeland Security, Alejandro
N. Mayorkas, confirmed Ur Mendoza Jaddou as the new Director of
United States Citizenship and Immigration Services. What can this
mean for you? If you have not begun your immigration process or
even if you have, this news can be to your advantage.
First, Ur is the daughter of immigrants, making her the ideal
candidate for the job. In a statement, Mayorkas said, “As the daughter of hardworking immigrants, Ur understands how immigrant
families enrich our country and the challenges they face.” Houston
EB5 sees considerable potential in Ur to bring the USCIS back to the
standards the industry expects and ultimately bring success to you
and your family’s immigration journey.
Secondly, as the new director, Ms. Jaddou has expressed intent to
correct the disappointing outcome of the past administration. One of
those results is the unprecedented visa and green card backlog. Ms.
Jaddou commented directly on this issue in her statement, saying,
“My most immediate responsibilities if confirmed will be to return
the agency to firm solvency.” Ur’s desire to bring about legitimate and
lasting change is a light at the end of the backlog tunnel.
Read Mayorkas’s complete statement here.

Special Feature: Client Success Stories
Mr. & Mrs. Mbonu recently shared
their experience with Houston EB5 at
our Investors Retreat 2021 in June. The
Nigerian nationals were excited to have
the opportunity and proceeded to speak
highly about how their immigration
process has been handled. Their main
praise is centered around Houston EB5’s
ability to provide excellent and fast
communication. When asked if they
would consider referring friends and
family to our company, they exclaimed
“We have!”. Listen to the entire interview
on our YouTube channel.

Watch Testimonial

PROJECT NEWS
Moderno Porcelain Works View the Twin Cities Showroom
Last month, Moderno Porcelain Works unveiled its third U.S.
showroom in Minneapolis. The space was designed by Houstonbased and world renown interior designer, Nina Magon.
With its expansion into the Twin Cities, Moderno allows designers
to dream big and bring more creativity to their residential and
commercial clients. Kitchen countertops, backsplashes, shower walls,
and fireplace surrounds are just a few of the applications that can be
enhanced with marble porcelain slabs.
For more information on the direct EB-5 investment in Moderno
Porcelain Works, visit our Moderno project page.
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Do you have questions regarding the EB-5 or E-2 visas? Our expert team
is available to assist anytime.
houstoneb5.com
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Disclaimer: the content of this newsletter is for informational purposes only (i.e. not legal advice). EB-5 visa applicants
should consult with their own immigration attorney for legal advice

